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under circumstances similar to those set forth in E. R. Kelley claim supra allowed.

Nationality of Legal Representatives.—Claim on Behalf of Estate. Nationality of legal representatives in claim on behalf of estate of a deceased American subject is immaterial.

(Text of decision omitted.)

J. E. DENNISON (U.S.A.) v. UNITED MEXICAN STATES

(October 8, 1930, concurring opinion by Mexican Commissioner, October 8, 1930. Pages 96-97.)

Contract Claims.—Exercise of Sovereign Rights.—Defensive Measures in Interest of Public Safety.—Measures of Self-Protection in time of War.—Effect of War on Contracts.—Trading with the Enemy.—Confiscation of Enemy Private Property. Claim arising under circumstances similar to those set forth in E. R. Kelley claim supra allowed.

(Text of decision omitted.)

BELLE M. HENDRY (U.S.A.) v. UNITED MEXICAN STATES

(October, 8 1930, concurring opinion by Mexican Commissioner, October 8, 1930. Pages 97-99.)

Contract Claims.—Exercise of Sovereign Rights.—Defensive Measures in Interest of Public Safety.—Measures of Self-Protection in time of War.—Effect of War on Contracts.—Trading with the Enemy.—Confiscation of Enemy Private Property. Claim arising under circumstances similar to those set forth in E. R. Kelley claim supra allowed.

Nationality of Legal Representatives.—Claim on Behalf of Estate. Nationality of legal representatives in claim on behalf of estate of a deceased American subject is immaterial.

Nationality, Proof of.—Admission of Nationality by Respondent Government.—Estoppel. Nationality of deceased American subject held established in light of evidence thereof furnished by claimant Government, admission thereof in brief a respondent Government, and estoppel of respondent Government to deny such nationality arising out of fact he was discharged by respondent Government because he was an American.

(Text of decision omitted.)